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Entanglement is a key property of quantum information
theory Here we describe ways to quantify the amount of
entanglement We point out the statistical interpretation of
these entanglement measures and some connections between
entanglement transformations and thermodynamics We also
describe ways how entanglement can be applied in quantum
optical applications such as optical frequency standards
I INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanical entanglement is responsible for
many strange eects in quantum theory It allows for
stronger than local correlations between the measure
ment results of spatially separated observers and leads
for example to the violation of Bell inequalities  In
recent years applications of entanglement have shifted
from tests of quantum mechanics towards its application
in a new theory of information 	 quantum information
theory It has been realized that information theory is
not independent of physics but is dependent on it in
the sense that physics describes the nature of the carri
ers of information Classical physics forms the physical
basis for classical information theory while quantum me
chanics demands a quantum information theory Many
of the new eects in quantum information theory can
be explained by the presence of quantum mechanical en
tanglement In the 
rst part of this article we describe
some aspects of quantum entanglement and in particular
consider the question of how to quantify entanglement
This allows us to uncover some deep connections between
entanglement statistics and thermodynamics
The results of quantum information theory and in par
ticular entanglement can also be utilized in practical ap
plications and in this article we will consider one such ex
ample Optical frequency standards ie atomic clocks
suer from decoherence which ultimately limits their
precision Entanglement oers new ways to 
ght the ef
fect of decoherence in frequency standards In the second
part of this article we review some of the work done in
this direction It uncovers connections between the fre
quency standards problem parameter estimation and the
use of partially entangled states
II STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
VON NEUMANN ENTROPY
The Shannon entropy plays a central role in classi
cal information theory  Loosely speaking it measures
the amount of uncertainty in a given random variable
Suppose that a random variable X has the outcomes
x
 
   x
n
appearing with the corresponding probabilities
p
 
    p
n









The real importance of this quantity lies in the following
fact Suppose for simplicity that we have a binary source
characterized by the entropy H then the number of typ
ical sequences of length N generated by that source in
identical and independent fashion is 
NH
when N 
 this is the limit that will be assumed for the rest of
this section If the source is completely random ie if
 and  appear with equal probabilities then H   and
the number of sequences is the expected 
N
 ie all se
quences are equally likely This result implies that any
sequence of N outputs of this source can be compressed
to the length of NH for N large of course ie we are
able to send a message originally consisting of N bits us
ing only NH  N bits To achieve this we just number
the 
NH
most likely sequences which requires NH bits
For large N the probability to 
nd a sequence that is not
numbered in this way tends to zero
Now suppose that we have two sources X and Y so
that the total entropy is HXY  In this case an output
sequence of length N generated by these two sources can
be compressed to NHXY  But if we were to compress
X and Y separately we would get the total sequence to
be of the compressed length N HX HY  which is
 NHXY  The dierence between the two compres
sions lies in the correlations that can exist between the
two source Of course if the two sources are correlated
then by compressing one source we also compress a part
of the other source how large this part is depends on
the extent of correlations Thus a good way of quanti
fying these correlations is the so called Shannon mutual
information 
IXY   HX HY   HXY   

Note that if the two sources are independent then
HXY   HX HY  and the Shannon mutual in
formation reduces to zero indicating correctly that there
are no correlations
The above are purely classical results The analogous
results however can be derived for quantum information
theory providing that instead of the Shannon entropy
we use the von Neumann entropy which for a system
described by the density matrix  is given by
S   Tr log   
The density matrix is of course a quantum generalisa
tion of the probability distribution If a quantum source
producing states described by  has an entropy S
then its output string of length N can be compressed
to length NS  in direct analogy with the classical
result presented above Likewise the amount of corre
lations between two quantum systems in the joint state

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is the reduced density matrix of A
and similarly for B However we know that two quan
tum systems sources can be correlated in a dierent way
than two classical systems as can be seen from Bells
inequalities On the other hand the above expression
does not distinguish the quantum and classical contribu
tions to the correlations If we wish to measure only the
quantum part of the correlations called entanglement
we then need to construct a dierent measure Unfortu
nately as there are entangled states which do not violate
Bells inequalities  we cannot use Bell inequalities as
the ultimate criterion either These considerations serve
as a motivation for introducing procedures that treat
quantum and classical correlations dierently and which
therefore allow us to discriminate between them They
will in turn give rise to quantities which only measure
quantum correlations entanglement
III PURIFICATION PROCEDURES
The procedures we are about to describe in this section
involve two parties usually called Alice and Bob who are
separated by a large distance They initially share a cer
tain number of entangled particles half of the particles
belonging to Alice and the other half to Bob They are
allowed to manipulate their systems locally and commu
nicate their results to each other via a classical channel
Their aim is to concentrate entanglement into a smaller
subensemble of the original ensemble In the following we
will describe formally the actions that Alice and Bob are
allowed to perform This formal representation will then
allow us to state general conditions that entanglement
measures have to satisfy
There are three dierent ingredients involved in proce
dures that aim to distill by local operations and classical
communication a subensemble of highly entangled states
from an original ensemble of less entangled states
 Local general measurements LGM The most gen
eral operation that Alice can perform is a positive
operator valued measure POVM This can be im
plemented by adding a multilevel system to the
particle she is holding  Then she performs a
joint unitary transformation on both systems Fi
nally she can then measure the state of the addi
tional quantum system see Fig  for a schematical
representation Similarly Bob can perform such a
POVM on his side Any POVM acting on the state

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FIG  Alice and Bob are allowed to perform any local
general measurement In its most general form Alice adds an
additional multilevel systems to her particle and then per
forms a unitary transformation on the joint system followed
by a measurement of the additional multilevel system She
can communicate classically with Bob about the outcome of
her measurement indicated by the telephones
 Classical communication CC Alice and Bob can
choose to exchange classical information between
them eg the outcome of a measurement or the
choice of a particular observable to be measured
This means that the actions of A and B can be
correlated The most general operation that Alice
and Bob can perform including classical communi
cation is described by a complete measurement on
the whole space AB and is not necessarily decom
posable into a sum of direct products of individual
operators as in LGM If 
AB
describes the initial
state shared between A and B then the transfor

































  ie the actions of A and
B are correlated Note that not all the opera
tions of the above form can be performed locally
 What will for us be important is that the con
verse is true namely that all the local operations
and classical communication by Alice and Bob can
be cast into the above form
 Postselection PS Using classical communication
Alice and Bob can chose subensembles of pairs that
they are sharing see Fig  Mathematically
this amounts to the general measurement not being
complete ie some operations are left out The
density matrix describing the newly obtained en
semble the subensemble of the original one has
to be renormalized accordingly Suppose that we
kept only the pairs where we had an outcome cor






















































FIG  Alice and Bob can communicate classically and de
cide to decompose their total ensemble E into many subensem
bles E
i
 Some of these ensembles may be described by quan
tum states that have a higher entanglement than the original
ensemble calE
Amanipulation involving any of the above three elements
or their combination we shall henceforth call an entangle
ment purication procedure  It should be noted that
the three operations described above are local In partic
ular if we start with an ensemble in a product state then
we will be unable to obtain a subensemble which is in an
entangled state It implies also that the entanglement of
the total ensemble cannot increase under these operations
because entanglement is a nonlocal feature  How
ever classical correlations between the two subsystems
can be increased even for the whole ensemble if we al
low classical communication A simple example con
rms









 The correlations measured by
eg von Neumanns mutual information  between A
and B are zero Suppose that B performs measurement
of his particles in the standard   basis If  is obtained
B communicates this to A who then rotates his qubit
to the state j
A
i Otherwise they do nothing The 
nal





















where the correlations are now ln ie nonzero So
the classical content of correlations can be increased by
performing local general measurements and classically
communication This provides an elegant way of dis
tinguishing quantum from classical correlations puri

cation procedures can increase classical correlations but
cannot increase the total entanglement it can only be
concentrated to a smaller subensemble
An important result was proved for pairs of spin	



















  and p
i
  for all
i can be distilled to a subensemble of maximally entan
gled states using only operations   and  The states
of the above form obviously remain of the same form un
der any puri
cation procedure The local nature of the
above three operations implies that we de
ne a disentan
gled state of two quantum systems A and B as a state
from which by means of local operations no subensemble
of entangled states can be distilled It should be noted
that these states are sometimes called separable in the
existing literature We also note that it is not proven in
general that if the state is not of this form then it can
be puri
ed in fact the Horodeckis have recently found
a counter	example to this claim in the case of two three
level systems  In the following we will mainly be
concerned with qubits and therefore we make the follow
ing de
nition






















  and p
i
  for all i Other
wise it is said to be entangled Note that all the states
in the above expansion can be taken to be pure This is
because each 
i
can be expanded in terms of its eigen















for all i and the number
of terms in the summation can be limited to the prod
uct of the dimensions of A and B  this follows from
Caratheodorys theorem 

IV QUANTIFICATION OF ENTANGLEMENT
In the previous section we have indicated that out
of certain states it is possible to distill by means of
LGMCCPS a subensemble of maximally entangled
states we call these states entangled The question
remains open about how much entanglement a certain
state contains Of course this question is not entirely
well de
ned unless we state what physical circumstances
characterize the amount of entanglement One may ask
for the amount of entanglement that can be distilled from
a given ensemble but one can also ask for the amount of
entanglement that needs to be invested to create a given
ensemble by local operations This suggests that there
is no unique measure of entanglement Before we de
ne
some possible measures of entanglement we state three
conditions that every measure of entanglement has to
satisfy 
E E   i  is separable

















E The expected entanglement cannot increase under



























Condition E ensures that disentangled and only disen
tangled states have a zero value of entanglement Condi
tion E ensures that a local change of basis has no eect
on the amount of entanglement Condition E is intended
to remove the possibility of increasing entanglement by
performing local measurements aided by classical com
munication Condition E takes into account the fact
that we have some knowledge of the 
nal state Namely
when we start with n systems all in the state  we know
exactly which m
i
 n  tr
i
 pairs will end up in the
state 
i
after performing a puri
cation procedure There
fore we can separately access the entanglement in each
of the possible subensembles described by 
i
 Clearly
the total expected entanglement at the end should not
exceed the original entanglement which is stated by E
This of course does not exclude the possibility that we
can select a subensemble whose entanglement per pair is
higher than the original entanglement per pair We now
introduce three dierent measures of entanglement which
obey E	E 
First we discuss the entanglement of formation 
Bennett et al  de
ne the entanglement of formation


















is the von Neumann en
tropy and the minimum is taken over all the possi





















j The entanglement of formation satis

es all the three conditions E	E  The physical ba
sis of this measure presents the number of singlets needed
to be shared by Alice and Bob in order for them to create
a given entangled state by local operations The entan
glement of formation has a number of nice properties and
in particular for two spin  systems a closed form of
the entanglement of formation has been proven 
Related to this measure is the entanglement of distil
lation  It de
nes the amount of entanglement of a
state  as the proportion of singlets that can be distilled
using a puri
cation procedure Bennett et al distinguish
one and two way communication which give rise to two
dierent measures but we will not go into that much
detail we assume the most general two way communi
cation As such it is dependent on the e ciency of a
particular puri
cation procedure and can be made more
general only by introducing some sort of universal puri

cation procedure or asking for the best state dependent
puri
cation procedure An interesting question is also
whether the entanglement of formation and the entangle
ment of distillation are equal Indeed for pure states of
two qubits this is the case  For mixed states however
this question is quite di cult to answer In the following
we will brie!y describe a third measure of entanglement
that will help us to answer this question 
If D is the set of all disentangled states the measure





where D is any measure of distance not necessarily a
metric between the two density matrices  and  such
that E satis









FIG  A geometric way to quantify entanglement The
set of all density matrices T is represented by the outer circle
Its subset of disentangled separable states D	 is represented
by the inner circle A state  belongs to the entangled states	
and 
 
is the disentangled state that minimizes the distance
Djj This minimal distance can be de
ned as the amount
of entanglement in 
Now the central question is what are the candidates
for Djj There are many candidates for this measure
 but for our purposes the most useful one is the
Quantum Relative Entropy given by
Sjj  tr ln    ln   
When this is used as Djj the resulting measure of
entanglement will be called the Relative Entropy of En
tanglement The Relative Entropy of Entanglement sat
is
es the physically intuitive conditions EE for proofs
see  In addition it can be shown that the Relative
Entropy of Entanglement is never larger than the entan
glement of formation and in fact for Werner states the
Relative Entropy of Entanglement is much smaller than
the entanglement of formation From condition E it
follows that both the Relative Entropy of Entanglement
and the entanglement of formation are upper bounds on
the distillable entanglement As the Relative Entropy of
Entanglement is smaller than the entropy of formation it
is therefore clear that the entanglement of distillation is
smaller than the entanglement of formation This means
that usually in the generation of a mixed entangled state
some entanglement is lost irreversibly
In addition to this result that one can derive from the
Relative Entropy of Entanglement one should note that
this measure has an attractive statistical interpretation
which oers a radically new way of looking at entangle
ment
V STATISTICAL BASIS OF THE RELATIVE
ENTROPY OF ENTANGLEMENT
Let us see how we can interpret our entanglement mea
sure in the light of experiments ie statistically This
viewpoint is presented in greater detail in  Here we
present a summary su cient to understand the ideas de
veloped in the following section Our interpretation relies
on the result concerning the asymptotics of the Quantum
Relative Entropy 
rst proved in  and here presented
under the name of Quantum Sanov Theorem We 
rst
show how the notion of Relative Entropy arises in classi
cal information theory as a measure of distinguishability
of two probability distributions We then generalize this
idea to the quantum case ie to distinguish between two
quantum states We will see that this naturally leads to
the notion of the Quantum Relative Entropy It is then
straightforward to extend this concept to explain the Rel
ative Entropy of Entanglement Suppose we would like to
check if a given coin is fair ie if it generates a head	
tail distribution of fp
f
g  f g If the coin is
biased then it will produce some other unfair distribu
tion say fp
uf
g  f g So our question of the coin
fairness boils down to how well we can dierentiate be
tween two given probability distributions given a 
nite
n number of experiments to perform on one of the two
distributions In the case of a coin we would toss it n
times and record the number of s and s From simple
statistics we know that if the coin is fair then the number
of s N  will be roughly n 
p
n  N   n
p
n
for large n and the same for the number of s So if our
experimentally determined values do not fall within the
above limits the coin is not fair We can look at this from
another point of view Namely what is the probability
that a fair coin will be mistaken for an unfair one with
the distribution of f g given n trials on the fair
coin" For large n the answer is 











g   ln   ln  
 ln    ln is the Classical Relative Entropy
for the two distributions So








which tends exponentially to zero with n   In fact
we see that already after   trials the probability of




This result is true in general for any two distribu
tions Asymptotically the probability of not distinguish




















this statement is sometimes called Sanovs theorem 
To generalize this to quantum theory we need a means of

generating probability distributions from two quantum


























Now we can use eq  to distinguish between  and
 The above is not the most general measurement that
we can make however In general we have N copies of 
and  in the state

N
    
 z 




   
 z 
total of N terms










 Consequently we de

































Sjj  tr ln    ln 
is the Quantum Relative Entropy 	 Equality
is achieved in eq  i  and  commute  However






In fact this limit can be achieved by projective measure
ments which are independent of   It is known that
if eq  is maximized over all general measurements
E the upper bound is given by the Quantum Relative
Entropy see eg  In quantum theory we therefore
state a law analogous to Sanovs theorem see also 
Theorem  or The Quantum Sanov Theorem The
probability of not distinguishing two quantum states ie
density matrices  and  after n measurements is
p   e
nSjj

In fact as explained before this bound is reached asymp
totically  and the measurements achieving this are
global projectors independent of the state   We
note that the Quantum Sanov Theorem was presented
by Donald in  as a de
nition justi
ed by properties
uniquely characterizing the quantity e
nSjj
 The un
derlying intuition in the above measurement approach
and Donalds approach are basically the same Now the
interpretation of the Relative Entropy of Entanglement
becomes immediately transparent  The probability
of mistaking an entangled state  for a closest disen







amount of entanglement of  is greater then it takes
fewer measurements to distinguish it from a disentan
gled state or 
xing n there is a smaller probability of
confusing it with some disentangled state Let us give
an example Consider a state ji  ji
p
 known
to be a maximally entangled state The closest to it is
the disentangled state jihj jihj  To dis
tinguish these states it is enough to perform projections
onto ji ji
p
 If the state that we are measuring
is the above mixture then the sequence of results  for
a successful projection and  for an unsuccessful projec
tion will contain on average an equal number of s and
s For this to be mistaken for the above pure state the
sequence has to contain all n s The probability for that
is 
n
 which also comes from using eq  If on the
other hand we performed projections onto the pure state
itself we would then never confuse it with a mixture and
from eq  the probability is seen to be e

  We
next apply this simple idea to obtaining an upper bound




There are two ways to produce an upper bound to
the e ciency of any puri
cation procedure Using con
dition E and the fact that the Relative Entropy of En
tanglement is additive we can immediately derive this
bound However the additivity of the Relative Entropy
of Entanglement is only a well supported conjecture at
present  additivity states that the entanglement of
two independent entangled systems is equal to the sum of
the individual amounts of entanglement On the other
hand this upper bound on distillable entanglement can
be derived in an entirely dierent way but which still de
pends implicitly on the additivity property This time
we abandon conditions EE and use only the statisti
cal ideas of the previous section to put an upper bound
to the e ciency of puri
cation procedures In particular
using this new viewpoint we show that the entanglement
of formation is in general larger than the entanglement of
distillation This is in contrast with the situation for pure
states where these quantities coincide  The Quantum
Relative Entropy is seen to play a distinctive role here
and is singled out as a good generator of a measure of
entanglement from among other candidates  which
is why we have used it throughout this paper In the
previous section we presented a statistical basis to the
Relative Entropy of Entanglement by considering distin

guishability of two or more quantum states encapsu
lated in the form of the Quantum Sanov Theorem We
now use this Quantum Sanov Theorem to put an upper
bound on the amount of entanglement that can be dis
tilled using any puri
cation procedure This line of rea
soning follows from the fact that any puri
cation scheme
can be viewed as a measurement to distinguish entangled
and disentangled quantum states Suppose that there ex
ists a puri
cation procedure with the following property
	 Initially there are n copies of the state  If  is
entangled then the end product is   m  n sin
glets and n m states in  
 D Otherwise the 
nal
state does not contain any entanglement ie m  
in fact there is nothing special about singlets the

nal state can be any other known maximally en
tangled state because these can be converted into
singlets by applying local unitary operations
Note that we can allow the complete knowledge of the
state  We also allow that puri
cation procedures dier
for dierent states  Perhaps there is a universal pu
ri
cation procedure independent of the initial state but
presently known procedures either require knowledge of
the initial states  or they cannot purify all disentan
gled states  The above is therefore an idealization
that may never be achieved Now by calculating the up
per bound on the e ciency of the procedure described
above we present an absolute bound for any particular
procedure We ask What is the largest number of sin
glets that can be produced distilled from n pairs in
state " Suppose that we produce m pairs We now
project them nonlocally onto the singlet state The pro
cedure will yield positive outcomes  with certainty so
long as the state we measure indeed is a singlet Sup
pose that after performing singlet projections onto all m
particles we get a string of m s From this we con
clude that the 
nal state is a singlet and therefore the
initial state  was entangled However we could have
made a mistake But with what probability" The an
swer is as follows the largest probability of making a




if the state that we
were measuring had an overlap with a singlet state of
 On the other hand if we were measuring  from
the very beginning without performing the puri
cation

rst then the probability ie the lower bound of the
wrong inference would be e
nE
 But the puri
cation
procedure might waste some information ie it is just
a particular way of distinguishing entangled from disen
tangled states not necessarily the best one so that the







nE  m  
ie we cannot obtain more entanglement than is origi
nally present This of course is also directly guaranteed
by our condition E The above however was a deliber
ate exercise in deriving the same result from a dierent
perspective abandoning conditions E	E Therefore
the measure of entanglement given in eq  when
Djj  Sjj can be used to provide an upper
bound on the e ciency of any puri
cation procedure
For Bell diagonal states Rains  has found an upper
bound on distillable entanglement using completely dif
ferent methods It turns out that the bound that he
obtains in this case is identical to the one provided by
the relative entropy of entanglement
Actually in the above considerations we have implic
itly assumed that the entanglement of n pairs equiva
lently prepared in the state  is the same as n  E
We already have indicated that this is a conjecture with
a strongly supported basis in the case of the Quantum
Relative Entropy see  Based on the upper bound
considerations we can introduce the following de
nition
Denition  A puri
cation procedure given by a local

















  E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  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a the ideal puri
cation is the one where E is an equal
ity rather than an inequality Notice an apparent for
mal analogy between the puri
cation procedure and the
Carnot cycle in Thermodynamics this connection be
tween entanglement transformations and thermodynam
ics is presented in more detail in  The Carnot cycle is
the most e cient cycle in Thermodynamics ie it yields
the greatest useful work to heat ratio since it is re
versible ie it conserves the thermodynamical entropy
We would now like to claim that the ideal puri
cation
procedure is the most e cient puri
cation procedure ie
it yields the greatest number of singlets for a given input
state if it is reversible ie it conserves entanglement
measured by the minimum of the Quantum Relative En
tropy over all disentangled states Unfortunately this
analogy between the Carnot cycle and puri
cation pro
cedures is not exact it is only strictly true for the pure
states This is seen when we compare the entanglement
of formation with the Relative Entropy of Entanglement
As already mentioned earlier it turns out that the entan
glement of formation is never smaller than the Relative
Entropy of Entanglement This implies that the entan
glement of distillation which is bounded from above by
the Relative Entropy of Entanglement will usually be
dierent from the entanglement of formation This re
sult leads to the following
Implication In general the amount of entanglement
that was initially invested in the creation of  cannot
all be recovered distilled by local puri
cation proce
dures
Therefore the ideal puri
cation procedure though most
e cient is nevertheless irreversible and some of the in
vested entanglement is lost in the puri
cation process

itself The solution to this irreversibility lies in the loss
of certain information as can easily be seen from the fol
lowing analysis Suppose we start with an ensemble of N
singlets and we want to locally create any mixed state 










We now use Bennett et als depuri
cation procedure
 for pure states whose e ciency is governed by the








 N singlets into the
state #

 and so on In this way the whole ensemble is
in the state  But we have an additional information
we know exactly that the 
rst p
 
 N pairs are in the
state #
 
 the second p

 N states are in the state #


and so on This is not the same as being given an ini
tial ensemble of identically prepared pairs in the state 
without any additional information In this second case
we do not have the additional information of knowing
exactly the state of each of the pairs This is why puri

cation without this knowledge is less e cient and hence
one expects that the Relative Entropy of Entanglement
is smaller than the entanglement of formation
ENTANGLEMENT IN FREQUENCY
STANDARDS
The aim of a frequency standard is to stabilize the
frequency of a reference oscillator to a given atomic
transition frequency The development of laser cooling
and trapping techniques has allowed new possibilities
for improved frequency standards based on laser cooled
ions Limitations due to the second order Doppler ef
fect present in traditional atomic beam devices can now






FIG  Schematic representation of Ramseytype spec
troscopy with uncorrelated particles
Let us 
rst brie!y review the implementation of a fre
quency standard in an ion trap using the method of sep
arated oscillatory 
elds due to Ramsey  illustrated
in Figure  The ion trap is loaded with n ions initially
prepared in the same internal state ji we denote by ji
and ji the ground and the excited states of each ion
Thus the global initial state of the n ions can be written
as a product state of the form
j#
n
i  ji  ji   j i  
A Ramsey pulse of frequency 	 is applied to all ions
The frequency 	 is tuned to drive the atomic transition
ji  ji of resonance frequency 	

 while the pulse
shape and duration are carefully chosen to prepare an
equally weighted superposition of the two internal states










Here we actually assumed that the Rabi frequency of the
local oscillator is much larger than the detuning $ 
	  	

between the classical driving 
eld and the atomic
transition Next the system evolves freely for a time t
This evolution can be expressed as a conditional phase
shift on the basis atomic states
ji  ji  ji  e
i	t
ji 
as can be easily seen when writing the Hamilton operator
in a reference frame rotating at the oscillator frequency
	
H   %h$jihj  
Therefore the frequency dierence between the atomic
transition and the reference oscillator leads to the accu
mulation of a relative phase proportional to the detuning
$ The purpose of the scheme is then to estimate the
value of such detuning with the best possible precision
The following step is to apply a second Ramsey pulse of
the same characteristics as the 
rst one The probability
that an ion is found in the state ji after this pulse is
given by
P    cos$ t 
When this basic scheme is repeated yielding a total du
ration T of the experiment the resulting curve for the
measured population in the excited state allows us to es
timate the detuning and subsequently to adjust the fre
quency of the reference oscillator accordingly We will
now investigate the following question Given a total du
ration for our experiment T  and a 
xed given number
of ions n what is the ultimate limit to the resolution of
our frequency standard" Or in other words what is the
best precision that can be achieved in the measurement
of the atomic frequency"
The statistical !uctuations associated with a 
nite
but large number of measurements N yield an uncer
tainty $P in the estimated value of P given by
$P 
p
P   P N  

















This value is known as the shot noise limit  We
should stress that this limit arises from the intrinsic sta
tistical character of Quantum Mechanics in contrast to
other possible sources of technical noise While the lat
ter may eventually be reduced or even suppressed the
shot noise poses a fundamental limit to the achievable
resolution in precision spectroscopy with n independent
particles
However the shot noise can be overcome by choosing
entangled initial preparations for the state of the n ions
 Let us consider the case where n ions are pre
pared in the maximally entangled state
j#
n
i  j i ji
p
 
If we start with all ions initially prepared in the ground
state j i the entangled state  can be generated for
example by applying a Ramsey pulse to the 
rst ion fol
lowed by a sequence of n    Controlled	NOT quantum
gates linking the 
rst ion with each of the remaining ones
In this paper we assume that the Controlled	NOT oper
ations are perfect Like in the previous method the n
ions in state  are now allowed to evolve freely for a
time interval t After the free evolution period the global









The same quantum network composed of a cascade of
n   Controlled	NOT gates is now applied again to dis
entangle the nions from the 
rst one Finally the
probability of 
nding the 
rst ion in state ji is mea
sured It takes the form
P
n
   cosn$t  
namely the oscillation frequency of the signal is now am
pli
ed by a factor n with respect to the case of uncor











Therefore the use of a maximally entangled state of n
ions allows for an improvement of a factor 
p
n over the
shot noise limit  in an experiment of total duration
T 
The remaining of this section will be devoted to an
analysis of whether this improvement holds when a real
istic experimental scenario is considered
The main source of decoherence in an ion trap is of
the dephasing type This is due to processes that cause
random changes in the relative phase of quantum states
while preserving the population in the atomic levels Im
portant mechanisms that result in dephasing eects er
rors are collisions stray 
elds and instabilities of the lo
cal oscillator The free evolution period can be thought
as a dephasing channel causing the initial pure state j#
n
i
of the n ions evolve into a mixed state Assuming that
phase errors occur independently we model the time evo
lution of the reduced density operator for a single ion 









Equation  is written in a reference frame rotating at
the frequency 	 By 
z
 jihj   jihj we denote a
Pauli spin operator Here we have introduced the decay




is the decoherence time For
the case of independent particles this will give rise to a
broadening of the signal 
P    cos$ te
t
 
As a consequence the corresponding uncertainty in the

















In order to obtain the best precision it is necessary to
optimise this expression as a function of the duration of
each single measurement t The minimal value is attained
for
$t  k k odd t  
dec
 
provided that T  
dec
 as it is required for high pre























FIG  Frequency uncertainty j
 
j as a function of the
duration of a single shot t for maximally entangled and un
correlated particles The total duration of the experiment T
is assumed to be larger than the characteristic decoherence
time
For maximally entangled preparation the signal  in




   cosn$ te
nt
  
namely the oscillating term picks up a damping factor
which is also ampli
ed by n with respect to the indepen
dent ions signal  The resulting uncertainty for the
estimated value of the atomic frequency is now minimal
when
$t  kn k odd t  
dec
n  
Interestingly we recover exactly the same minimal uncer
tainty as for standard Ramsey spectroscopy  This




j is plotted as a function of the
duration of each single experiment t for standard Ram
sey spectroscopy with n uncorrelated particles and for a
maximally entangled state with n particles In the pres
ence of decoherence both preparations reach the same
optimal precision This result can be intuitively under
stood by considering that maximally entangled states are
much more fragile in the presence of decoherence their
decoherence time is reduced by a factor n and therefore
the duration of each single measurement t has also to be
reduced by the same amount The previous conclusions
hold whenever the total duration of the experiment ex
ceeds the typical decoherence time Hence maximally
entangled states are only advantageous for short term
stabilizations
Therefore the conclusion we may draw so far is that
the theoretical possibility of overcoming the shot noise
limit by making use of maximally entangled states in
stead of uncorrelated preparations occurs only when the
total duration of the experiment is comparable to the
characteristic decoherence time However in long term
experiments as the ones required for the performance of
a frequency standard both preparations yield the same
precision Nevertheless we have analyzed a particular
method for performing precision spectroscopy and one
may wonder whether the implementation of more gen
eral measurements could improve the 
nal precision For
mulated in these terms the problem addressed in preci
sion spectroscopy ie the optimal measurement of small
atomic phase shifts maps onto that of statistical distin
guishability of nearby states analyzed by Wootters 
and generalized for the case of mixed states by Braun
stein and Caves  By 
nding measurements that op
timally resolve neighbouring states they have provided
an upper bound for the precision in the estimation of
a given variable that parametrizes a family of quantum
states In our case this variable is the detuning $ More
over the optimal measurements always correspond to a
set of orthogonal projectors in the n ions Hilbert space
It is worthwhile pointing out the generality of this re
sult in the sense that it accounts for any possible joint
measurement on the n particles and any method of data
analysis When the Braunstein and Caves optimization
procedure is applied 
	 Uncorrelated or maximally entangled preparations
of n ions yield the same limit  In this sense
Ramsey spectroscopy is optimal when dealing with
independent or maximally entangled preparations
	 The initial state preparation which leads to the best














where jki denotes an equally weighted superposi
tion of all states of n ions which contain either a
number k or a number n  k of excited states By
b  c we denote the integer part
The optimumpercentage improvement in the precision
with respect to the limit  as a function of the num
ber of ions n is shown in Fig  The solid curve shows
the improvement obtained by optimizing both the initial
preparation and the 
nal measurement using the algo
rithm of Braunstein and Caves The dashed line exhibits
the improvement obtained by optimizing only the initial
preparation and performing the 
nal measurement cor
responding to Ramsey spectroscopy The improvement
obtained by optimising the measurement is rather small
It is still an open problem to study the asymptotic be
haviour for large values of n of both curves and in
particular to understand whether the curve correspond
ing to Braunstein and Caves optimization saturates at
























FIG  The optimum percentage improvement in the pre
cision relative to the limit  as a function of the number
of ions n Solid line Numerical optimization with respect to
the initial preparation and application of the Braunstein and
Caves algorithm for determining the optimal measurement
Dashed line Optimized initial preparation and Ramsey type
spectroscopy as the 
nal measurement
We will now brie!y show a new method to improve the
optimal precision  of frequency standards with uncor
related particles in the presence of decoherence Such a
method is based on the use of a symmetrisation proce
dure  originally proposed as a technique to suppress
errors in quantum computation The keypoint is to re
alize that during the free evolution period in the absence
of decoherence the state of n particles initially prepared
in a state which is invariant under any permutation of
the n ions always lies in the symmetric subspace of the

n
dimensional Hilbert space of the n ions By symmet
ric subspace we mean the subspace spanned by all states
which are invariant under any permutation of the n ions
A projection of the global state into the symmetric sub
space would then yield a partial removal of events af
fected by environmental phase errors Figure  shows the
percentage precision improvement achievable with this
technique for n   In this case a standard Ramsey
scheme with initially uncorrelated ions has been consid
ered and repeated symmetrisation steps are applied dur
ing the free evolution region After each symmetrisation
step the ions are kept only if the symmetrisation is suc
cessful namely if the surviving state corresponds to the
symmetric component of the state before symmetrisa
tion Otherwise the ions are discarded and reset to state
ji to start the scheme from the beginning Although
this reduces the number of experimental data available
for statistics Fig  shows that it is a convenient strategy
to improve the overall precision of the experiment Notice
that for frequent repetitions of symmetrisation during the
free evolution period the improvement obtained over the
shot noise  for uncorrelated particles is larger than
the one achieved by optimising the initial preparation
and the 
nal measurement according to the Braunstein
and Caves procedure compare Fig  with Fig  at
n  
0 50 100



































FIG  Ratio of the uncertainty for initially uncorrelated
particles in standard Ramsey spectroscopy with and without
symmetrisation for n   as a function of the number of sym
metrisation steps performed during the free evolution region
The limits to the precision achievable with symmetrisa
tion procedures for generic n and a generic initial prepa
ration of the state of the ions are still under investigation
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